We present in this paper a sample quality control approach for the case using a mobile phone's camera as a fingerprint sensor for fingerprint recognition. Our approach directly estimates the maximum ridge frequency orientation by the amplitude-frequency features of the Fast Fourier Transform and takes the frequency features' difference in two perpendicular orientations as a distinguishing feature for ridge-like patterns. Then a decision criterion which combines the frequency components' energy and ridge orientation features is used to determine if an image block should be classified as high-quality fingerprint area or not. The number of such high-quality blocks can thus be used to indicate the whole fingerprint sample's quality. Experiments show this approach's effectiveness in distinguishing the high-quality blocks from other low-quality ones or background area. Mapping the quality metric to the sample utility as derived from the the NIST minutiae extractor "mindtct" function is also given to verify the approach's quality prediction effectiveness.
INTRODUCTION
With the continuous improvement of optical components on mobile phone cameras, it is promising to use generalpurpose cameras to replace the professional fingerprint and face sensors in consumer applications for both on-line and on-site transaction, which is expected to impact in both the personal aspect and the business sectors. In the personal aspect, such general-purpose devices can help alleviate the privacy concerns from consumers, both technically and psychologically, since the biometric sensors are under their own physical control; on the other hand these devices can help increase the location flexibility of biometrics-enabled application availing the mobility of such consumer devices. In the business aspect, such general-purpose devices are owned by the customers themselves and don't require dedicated investment from the services providers and thus can be expected to boost the biometric deployment in consumer market which is relatively low in security requirement but instead high in deployment cost and convenience requirement.
However, unlike professional biometric sensors which are supposed to work under an ideal or controlled data acquisition environment compliant to some existing standards [1] [2] [3] [4] , a strong challenge of employing such consumer electronics as biometric sensor is the sample quality control and enhancement of such captured images under non-standardized data collection conditions such as poor or biased lightening, unstable camera, or background noises (e.g., complicate image background for fingerprint and face while used in a supermarket or an airport).
On the other hand, the large data capturing area of a mobile phone camera can provide much more information than a small area fingerprint sensor (e.g., increased data collection area may incur higher cost for a silicon fingerprint sensor 5 ) and therefore being promising to make up or even increase the biometric performance compared to the case using professional biometric sensors. But this expectation is also highly dependent on the performance of sample quality control in the acquisition process.
The sample quality control in this work means prediction of the sample quality and gives a decision (qualified or not) to the camera and then the camera can store the sample (if qualified) or automatically adjust the camera parameters (such as the focus settings) and launch the sample capturing process again if necessary. In such a scenario, the sample quality prediction approach is the key component to the whole quality control design.
We propose in this paper such an efficient approach to predict the sample quality for the mobile phone generated fingerprint images. The remaining sections are organized as follows: Section 2 gives the requirements and technical challenges to this scenario; Section 3 proposes details of our approach; Section 4 presents experimental results and analysis; and Section 5 concludes this paper.
REQUIREMENTS AND TECHNICAL CHALLENGES

Requirements
This work focuses on the case using the consumer camera embedded in a mobile phone as a fingerprint sensor to realize fingerprint recognition based applications. In general, the requirements on the biometrics sample acquisition process by such a general-purpose mobile phone camera can be as follows:
(1) Accuracy of quality prediction over samples with large quality variance; (2) Efficiency (low computational complexity thus suitable for mobile devices) to realize (1); and (3) Stability of (1) under stress testing (lighting conditions; background noises; foreground depth; …, etc.).
Technical challenges
Technical challenges exist in all above three requirements. For the requirement (1), the quality prediction cannot be accurately achieved by existing fingerprint quality estimation mechanisms [6] [7] [8] [9] , because they are designed for professional fingerprint sensors which generate samples typically well-focused (especially the touch-based sensors) and with much less contextual noises. However, the fingerprint samples generated from a mobile phone camera are typically without proper focus adjustment and with complex background noises, which requires removal or separation from the fingerprint area of interest. The main functions of this paper are therefore as follows:
(1) determine the fingerprint area in an accurate way, i.e., separation from the noisy background; (2) compensate the negative influence from biased lighting; and (3) differentiate well-focused fingerprint areas from de-focused areas. The requirement (3) is not the least in importance and unique to mobile phone cameras since it is not a problem in the case using professional sensors.
THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Pipeline for one-step block-based quality assessment
A naïve procedure for quality assessment includes two steps: fingerprint segmentation and quality estimation of the fingerprint area. However, considering the illumination variation and backgrounds' complexity in this scenario, an independent segmentation step could be difficult in achieving good trade-off between accuracy and computational complexity. Some simple segmentation methods, for example, variance and Fourier spectrum energy within a block, can be used 7 to determine the fingerprint area for professional-sensor-generated fingerprint samples, but could be challenged by distorted colors and complex backgrounds in a mobile-phone-camera-generated sample. Figure 1 shows two examples with failures using block-based (a) variance; and (b) energy of Fourier spectrum respectively, both of which were used in the reference 7 . The identified blocks are represented by "x". The results are obtained by thresholds of 0.5*max{block variances} for (a) and Otsu thresholding for (b)'s energy value respectively.
Assuming the low-memory consumption requirement to most mobile phones, we base the quality assessment on the image blocks instead of the global image. All image blocks the same quality assessment approach will be performed against a set of quality metrics. In this way the block-wise quality assessment approach will not differentiate the foreground (fingerprint area) from the background. Instead, it filters out both the background blocks and the low-quality foreground blocks and keeps those high-quality ones. This one-step quality assessment accomplishes the foreground identification and quality assessment in the same time and thus should be good in computational efficiency. Figure 2 shows this block-based quality assessment pipeline, where the M pre-set quality metrics Q j (.) (j=1, 2, …, M) will be used to assess all the N image blocks b i (i=1, 2, …, N) divided from a sample image I and output a local quality binary decision d i (=1: qualified; =0: unqualified) for each block b i . Dependent on applications, a quality score function S(.) can be designed to generate a global quality score S I for the image I based on the binary local decision vector d i . For example, the S(.) can take as parameters both the sum number and the distribution of the qualified blocks.
Quality assumptions
To measure the quality of a biometric sample, the ground-truth "high-quality" data are required to extract quality features. Since the final goal of a biometrics-enabled authentication system is the recognition performance, error rates from sample comparisons reflect the final influence from the sample quality and thus can be used to calibrate the quality of a group of biometrics samples involved in comparisons, like the case in NIST-IREXII-IQCE 8 tests, and afterwards the quality calibration results can be used to train the quality assessment algorithm or to give hints on quality feature selection. However, in our block-based assessment, image blocks are difficult to compare to obtain error rates and therefore hard to use error rates to train a quality algorithm on the block level and classify an image block. Instead, we select the quality feature as "ridge-like" block patterns and construct the quality metrics heuristically in the proposed approach. The characteristics of a high-quality "ridge-like" block can be assumed as follows:
(1) Middle-range exposure: the ridge-like areas should be neither under-nor over-exposed in illumination;
(2) The contrast of the ridge-like areas should be appropriately high (higher than plain areas but lower than sharp edges and boundaries such as printed characters on a paper or the boundary of a finger);
(3) For a fixed physical sample image resolution (e.g., 500 dpi), the ridge counts within a block should be constrained within a certain range; (4) The principle ridge orientation within a block should be distinguishing;
(5) The principle ridge spatial frequency within a block should be distinguishing.
Quality metrics
To describe the above characteristics assumed for quality in an accurate and efficient way, we consider the Fourier spectrums of image blocks along the principle ridge orientation and its perpendicular orientation, which is inspired from the work 9 . Supposing we have an image I which is regularly divided into N blocks b i (i=1,2,…,N) sized × in pixel, the detailed procedure for block-based quality assessment is as follows:
Step 1: Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on two differential images Block-wise quality assessment
Global quality assessment
Fe,ffsilA
First we calculate two differential matrices and from . Denote (r, c) (1 ≤ ≤ , 1 ≤ ≤ − 1) and (r, c) (1 ≤ ≤ − 1,1 ≤ ≤ ) as pixels at r th row and c th column inside and , the differential calculations are
Then two block spectrum vectors (with C-1 dimensions) and (with R-1 dimensions), for horizontal and vertical orientations respectively, can be obtained by performing FFT on mean-value removed and in rows and columns respectively, followed by summation of R and C amplitude-frequency response vectors respectively:
where
Step 2: Ridge frequency and maximum gradient direction estimation within the block For each , we can estimate the ridge spatial frequencies and (in horizontal and vertical orientations respectively) as the lowest frequency with the peak amplitude in the first half (considering the symmetry of FFT spectrum) of the and respectively:
Now with the horizontal and vertical spatial frequencies and , we can estimate the 's ridge frequency along its maximum gradient direction as
which is easy to prove: supposing within a radius-L round area we can measure the cycle length of the ridge texture in all orientations, e.g., in Figure 3 , and representing the ridge cycle length in horizontal and vertical orientations respectively, and representing the ridge cycle length in the maximum gradient direction (i.e., the orientation perpendicular to the ridge principle orientation) we can have the following equation:
and now Eq.(9) can be achieved with = / , = / , and = / substituted in Eq.(10). With Eq.(9) holding, it is straightforward to use the frequencies and , which are easy to obtained from FFT, to estimate the ridges' maximum gradient direction as
i.e., due to the fact that both and are positive values, the estimated is limited in the range [0, /2), and thus cannot discriminate the two cases (sign '+' or '-' in Eq. (11)) showed in Figure 3 (a) and (b). In the following step, we need to find the genuine principle orientation out of the results from Eq.(11).
Step 3: Generation of block spectrum pair by identifying the genuine principle orientation
With the estimated from Eq.(11), the two possible ridges' principle orientation will be
which is normalized into the range [0, ). By clock-wisely rotating an enlarged image block sized √2 × √2 concentric with with a degree of − , we can obtain a pattern with vertically-oriented ridges if the estimated is the genuine maximum gradient direction. Now by performing Step 1 again on the two possible (corresponding to two estimation results from Eq. (11)) cropped image blocks sized × concentric with after rotation, we can obtain two pairs of block spectrum vectors from Eq. (3) and (4), and then choose the pair with the larger maximum component in the vector as the block spectrum pair and associated with the genuine principle orientation . Now we only keep the first half (considering the symmetry of FFT spectrum) of and as the final spectrum vectors and :
which will be assessed against metrics developed in the next step;
Step 4: Assessing blocks' quality against quality metrics
With the average gray level G i of and the block spectrum pair and , we develop the following 5 metrics with thresholds (corresponding to the 5 quality assumptions in Section 3.2) and assume that a "high-quality" block will be qualified under all these metrics in the same time. 
EXPERIMENTS
The proposed algorithm was tested under various simulated application situations. Instead of using the NIST function 10 "nfiq" to directly generate quality scores to the fingerprint samples, we use the NIST function "mindtct" to extract the ISO standardized minutiae from the ground-truth fingerprint area which was cropped manually from each sample. This is because in our experiments we found most "nfiq" quality scores generated from our test data equal 5 (worst quality) and thus cannot differentiate the quality difference among the samples at all, although our previous work 11 shows that such mobile phone camera generated samples can be well recognized by existing stare-of-art minutiae comparators. Therefore we use the number and quality values of minutiae as a reference quality indicator.
The image block were set as R = C = 64×64 pixels in size, divided from image samples sized 4096×2248 pixels, taken by Nokia N8. The metrics' thresholds in Section 3.3 were set as follows: _ = 50, _ = 250, _ = 4, _ = 11, _ = 1500, _ = 16000, = 2, = 0.5, and = 0.6. To simulate the 500-dpi physical resolution popularly used in professional fingerprint sensors, all samples were resized to 2048×1124 pixels.
Scenarios
19 uncontrolled finger sample collection scenarios were considered and 190 pictures from two subjects (5 samples under each scenario) were taken under these scenarios. The scenarios are listed in Table 1 . Figure 4 gives exemplar samples. 
False detection cases -background identification ability
We consider the detected blocks in the fingerprint area as true detections while the detected blocks in the background area as false detections. The false detection rate is in this paper defined as the percentage of false detections among all qualified blocks in the testing data set. In our experiments using the set thresholds, we obtained a false detection rate of zero, which indicates strong discrimination ability between fingerprint area and the various complex backgrounds.
Quality indicator comparison -quality discrimination ability
We use qualified block numbers in a sample image as a quality score for a whole image. This is reasonable because all the samples are resized to a fixed pixel size (2048×1124) and for a fixed mobile device the focal distance decides the best area a fingerprint can be sensed. Fingerprint with smaller area in a sample image (than the usual cases in Figure 4 ) will not be accepted as high-quality sample because the small area usually does not meet the physical resolution requirement of 500-dpi. Figure 5 presents the numbers of qualified blocks over the 19 scenarios from the 190 samples, where each dot represents the qualified blocks' number in a sample (totally 10 samples per scenario). In general, the scenarios with flash show better performance than those without, especially in the cases of scenarios 5, 7, and 13.
We compare the proposed quality indicator (the number of qualified blocks) to the number / quality-sum values of extracted minutiae in order to verify the quality prediction ability of the proposed approach. Here the quality-sum is defined as the sum value of all minutiae's quality values contained in the ISO standard minutiae format. 
Stress tests with difficult backgrounds
Although we achieved zero in false detection rate in our test data in Section 4.2, false detection could still happen when there are background blocks with textures which are highly similar to fingerprints under the proposed metrics. Figure 7 illustrates two intentionally-designed examples of false detection where the falsely detected blocks are marked by an "x" symbol. In practice such difficult backgrounds are easy to recognize by the subjects and thus able to easily avoid.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes an efficient and accurate sample quality assessment approach for the mobile phone camera generated fingerprint pictures using block-based FFT spectrum features. Metrics with heuristic thresholds are designed for the proposed quality features. Experiments demonstrated the proposed approach's ability in discriminating foreground (fingerprint areas) from the complex backgrounds and the quality prediction ability in the fingerprint areas.
